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Welcome to Oral-B! We hope your child will enjoy his/her new Oral-B toothbrush. Please read the usage instructions carefully before teaching your child how to use this toothbrush. This may cause fire, electric shock or injury.

**PRODUCT**
- Periodically check the cord for damage. If cord is damaged, take the charging unit to an Oral-B Service Centre. A damaged or non-functioning unit should no longer be used. Do not modify or repair the product. This may cause fire, electric shock or injury.

**IMPORTANT**
- Clean and maintain the appliance properly. Children shall not play with the appliance.
- Use this product only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use attachments which are not recommended by the manufacturer.
- For tooth brushing only. Do not chew or bite on brush. Do not use as a toy or without adult supervision.

**WARNING**
- If the product is dropped, the brush head should be replaced before the next use even if no damage is visible.
- Do not wash the charger in water or liquid or store where it can fall or be pulled into a tub or sink. Do not reach for it when fallen into water. Unplug immediately.
- Do not use or store the product except when disposing of the battery. When taking out the battery for disposal of the unit, use caution not to short the positive (+) and negative (−) terminals.
- If you are undergoing treatment for any oral care condition, consult your dental professional prior to use.
- This toothbrush is a personal care device and is not intended for use on multiple patients in a dental practice or institution.
- Replace brush head every 3 months or sooner if brush head becomes loose due to damage.

**Description**
- **A** Brush head
- **B** On/off switch
- **C** Handle
- **D** Charging unit

**Connecting and charging**
Your toothbrush is electrically safe, and designed to be used in the bathroom. To plug the charging unit (D) into an electrical outlet and place the handle (C) on there (see picture 1). For voltage specifications refer to the bottom of the charging unit. A full charge takes about 16 hours and enables up to 5 days of regular brushing (twice a day, 2 minutes). For everyday use, the handle can be stored on the plugged-in charging unit to maintain the toothbrush at full power; there is no risk of overcharging.
Battery maintenance
To maintain the maximum capacity of the rechargeable battery, unplug the charging unit and discharge the handle by regular use at least every 6 months.

Using the toothbrush

Please follow these steps to explain to your child how to operate the toothbrush properly:

• Put a small amount of toothpaste on the brush head. (We recommend kids' toothpaste.)
• First guide the brush head to the teeth; then turn on the handle by pressing the on/off switch (B) (see picture 2).
• Start with the lower teeth: Slowly guide the brush head from tooth to tooth; first the outsides, then the insides, finally the chewing surfaces (see picture 3). Do not press too hard or scratch, simply let the brush do all the work.
• After two minutes of operation, an incorporated timer signals by a short stutter the end of the professionally recommended brushing time.
• Turn off the handle by pressing the on/off switch while the brush head is still in the mouth.

The brush head is provided with a row of blue INDICATOR® bristles (3a) helping you to monitor brush head replacement need. With proper brushing twice a day for two minutes, the colour will fade halfway in a 3-month period (3b), provided toothpaste is used. If bristles begin to splay before the colour starts to recede, this indicates that your child exerts too much pressure on teeth and gums (3c).

Replacement brush head:
Oral-B Stages Power (EB10)
Available at your retailer or at an Oral-B Braun Service Centre.

Cleaning
After use, rinse the brush head under running water with the handle switched on. Then switch off and take off the brush head. Rinse both parts separately under running water. Wipe both parts with a dry cloth before putting the handle back on the charging unit. From time to time, also clean the charging unit with a damp cloth (see picture 4).

Subject to change without notice.

Product contains batteries and/or recyclable electric waste. For environment protection do not dispose in household waste, but for recycling take to electric waste collection points provided in your country.

Warranty
(For Australia/New Zealand only)
We grant a 24 Month Warranty on this appliance commencing on the date of purchase. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Our goods also come with limited warranty (described in your product pack) in addition to your rights under law. This statement is to be read with and forms part of our limited warranty. This warranty only covers defects in the appliance resulting from faults in workmanship or materials. Therefore, if your appliance becomes faulty as a result of faults in workmanship or materials, it will be either exchanged by your retailer, or repaired/exchanged by our Service Agent, on presentation of proof of purchase. This warranty only applies to domestic or household use of this appliance and the warranty will only apply if the correct operating instructions as set out in this manual have been followed. The warranty on any appliance replaced under this warranty ends on the expiry of the warranty period that applied to the original purchase of appliance.

This warranty does not cover:
A. Damage arising from improper use or operation on incorrect voltages.
B. Breakages to replacement parts (e.g. brush heads, shaver foils, glass jars, etc.).
C. Normal wear due to moving parts.
D. Repairs undertaken by unauthorised service personnel or use of non genuine parts.
E. Appliances that are outside the warranty period or are not faulty.
F. Any failure to provide facilities for repair or spare parts more than
2 years after the date of purchase of appliance. This appliance is not intended for use by young children or infirm persons without supervision. Young children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. If the appliance is powered by a cord extension set or electrical portable outlet device these should be positioned so they are not subject to splashing or ingress of moisture.

To the extent permitted by the laws of the commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand and applicable laws of each State or Territory of Australia, and subject to the second paragraph of this warranty above, this warranty is given in exchange for any other rights you may have against Procter & Gamble Australia Pty Ltd or Procter & Gamble Distributing New Zealand Ltd. or its distributors or manufacturers, whether at law, in tort (including negligence), in equity or under statute.

Please retain proof of purchase of this appliance. If you have any questions in relation to this warranty, please call our Consumer Service line (see below for numbers).

Repairs and service
If you are sending your appliance for repair, please pack the appliance adequately and send it to your nearest Service Agent. For service or replacement parts please refer to the authorised Service Agents listed overleaf.

Local Service Agents may change from time to time – in that event please contact the Consumer Service freecall number below for updated local Service Agents details.

Australian Consumer Service (free call): 1 800 614 820
New Zealand Consumer Service (free call): 0 800 108 909

Warranty replacement brush heads
Oral-B warranty will be voided if electric rechargeable handle damage is found to be attributed to the use of non-Oral-B replacement brush heads. Oral-B does not recommend the use of non-Oral-B replacement brush heads. Oral-B has no control over the quality of non-Oral-B replacement brush heads. Therefore, we cannot ensure the cleaning performance of non-Oral-B replacement brush heads, as communicated with the electric rechargeable handle at time of initial purchase. Oral-B cannot ensure a good fit of non-Oral-B replacement brush heads.

Oral-B cannot predict the long-term effect of non-Oral-B replacement brush heads on handle wear.

All Oral-B replacement brush heads carry the Oral-B logo and meet Oral-B’s high quality standards. Oral-B does not sell replacement brush heads or handle parts under any other brand name.
If you should require further assistance, please call our Consumer Service line.

Distributed in Australia by: Procter & Gamble Australia Pty Ltd., Level 4, 1 Innovation Road, Macquarie Park, NSW 2113, Australia.

AUS 1 800 614 820
NZ 0 800 108 909

Internet:
www.oralb.com
www.braun.com
www.service.braun.com
www.oralb.com.au

Braun GmbH
Frankfurter Straße 145
61476 Kronberg/Germany

Charger type 3757
Handle type 3709
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